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Somerset Rivers Authority Board Paper  

Mitigation Action Plan (MAP) Quarterly Key Project Update 

 

 

 

 

 

Purpose of the item 

To provide the current status of the Mitigation Action Plan (MAP) linked to the Oath to 

Burrowbridge dredging and the River Sowy-King’s Sedgemoor Drain (KSD) Enhancements 

Scheme, and make the SRA Board aware of risks associated with non-delivery 

Background and context  

  

Nearly 6,400 hectares of the Somerset Levels and Moors are designated as a Special 

Protection Area (SPA). A Special Protection Area is a designation first made under the 

European Union Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds. Under the Directive, now part 

of UK law, Britain has a duty to safeguard the habitats of migratory birds and certain 

particularly threatened birds. Together with Special Areas of Conservation (SACs), the 

SPAs form a network of protected sites across Europe, called Natura 2000.  

 

The main purpose of the Mitigation Action Plan is to ensure that no deterioration in the 

availability or quality of Special Protection Area habitats results from two SRA projects: 

dredging the River Parrett between Oath and Burrowbridge, and enhancing the capacity of 

the River Sowy-King’s Sedgemoor Drain. In practice, in simple terms, ‘no deterioration’ 

means no change to the extent, duration and frequency of small winter floods in protected 

wetlands which would lead to a reduction of splashy conditions.  

 

It was originally envisaged that Oath to Burrowbridge dredging and Sowy-KSD works would 

have bigger impacts on the capacity of the Parrett, Sowy and KSD than has turned out to 

be the case so far. The initial aim of dredging between Oath and Burrowbridge was to 

increase the capacity of that section of the Parrett by 8 cubic metres of water per second 

(cumecs). In practice, for a variety of good reasons, when this dredging was delivered for 

the SRA by the Parrett Internal Drainage Board (IDB) in 2018, it increased conveyance by 

approximately 3-4 cumecs. Phase One of the Sowy-KSD works being delivered for the SRA 

by the Environment Agency this autumn will increase the rivers’ conveyance by up to 17 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board is asked to:   

1. Note the latest position with the Mitigation Action Plan (MAP) project.  

2. Acknowledge further mitigation actions will be required to fully deliver the 

MAP. 

3. Note the risk of non-delivery of the MAP. 
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cumecs, instead of the 24 cumecs that further phases of a full scheme would aim to 

provide. 

Following the SRA Board’s approval in September 2019 for  Phase One of Sowy-KSD 

enhancement works, the Environment Agency, Natural England and the Parrett IDB agreed 

in principle that a package of environmental mitigations would be required for the individual 

and combined impacts of Oath to Burrowbridge dredging and a full (24-cumec) Sowy-KSD 

scheme.  

A Mitigation Action Plan Technical Group was created, comprising officers from the IDB, 

Natural England and the Environment Agency. They worked on a Mitigation Action Plan 

which was endorsed in principle by the Parrett IDB on 7 August 2020. This approval was 

crucial, because any operational changes needed to offset any detrimental impacts would 

be experienced by IDB ratepayers.  

The same Mitigation Action Plan was included in the Environmental Statement for Phase 

One of the River Sowy Sowy-King’s Sedgemoor Drain Enhancements Scheme, which went 

out for public consultation in summer 2020. No significant concerns were raised during the 

consultation. This gave key partners greater assurance about the Plan’s deliverability. 

Mitigation Action Plan Technical Group officers have regularly communicated progress with 

development of the Plan back to their respective organisations. The current Mitigation 

Action Plan has been reviewed by senior officers within the Environment Agency, IDB and 

Natural England. 

 

Mitigation Action Plan Objectives 

 

Historically, Water Level Management Plans (WLMPs) are required for all areas with a 

conservation interest where water level management is important for the maintenance, or 

rehabilitation, of that interest: for example, Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs), 

Special Protection Areas and Ramsar sites. WLMPs also provide a framework for balancing 

and integrating the water level requirements of agriculture, recreation, flood risk and 

conservation within an area.  

 

There are 10 WLMP’s in the Somerset Levels and Moors area and within a number of 

these, the management of areas defined Raised Water Level Areas (RWLA’s) is key to 

achieving the outcomes of the wider WLMP. WLMPs cover a large geographical area. For 

example, the King’s Sedgemoor and Aller Moor Water Level Management Plan covers 

5364 hectares (13 255 acres). This WLMP has five RWLAs covering 567 hectares (1400 

acres) within it. RWLAs have both higher water levels in summer and winter, thus 

benefitting both wintering and breeding birds. These higher water levels are achieved by 

operating specific control structures. 
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A lack of funding to maintain Raised Water Level Areas means they no longer function as 

originally designed. The Mitigation Action Plan proposes works to existing Raised Water 

Level Areas at Moorlinch and Westmoor. These works will ensure that favourable 

conditions are sustained and land managers are in compliance with the agreed WLMPs.   

 

The Mitigation Action Plan also includes actions for each Moor in areas potentially affected 

by Sowy-KSD works and Oath to Burrowbridge dredging. As hydraulic modelling indicates 

that most change in water levels will occur outside of the SPA, it is expected that those 

actions will tend to focus on Functionally Linked Land – that is, areas of land or sea which 

are outside the boundaries of designated sites but are critical to the success of those sites. 

 

Mitigation actions include changing target water levels in winter, to ensure that ditches 

remain wet and that surface water features (splashy conditions) are created during wet 

conditions.   

 

Other options for mitigation have also been identified, including the potential to develop new 

Raised Water Level Areas, on Functionally Linked Land. Mitigation actions must always 

take into account the broader conservation objectives for an area, including its condition 

status and any remedial actions required to achieve a favourable condition.   

 

Note that the MAP objectives described above all come from the published MAP. For more 

information on the detail within the Mitigation Action Plan please see Appendix 1.  

Current Status 

 

Significant progress has been made in delivering actions identified within the Mitigation 

Action Plan.   

 

• Works on 28 structures on Moorlinch Raised Water Level Area are complete and 

they delivered improved water level control during the 2020-21 winter. 

• Works at Egypt’s Clyce on King Sedgemoor Raised Water Level Area are complete 

and they provided improved water management during the 2020-21 winter. 

• Works on 68 structures on Westmoor on Westmoor Raised Water Level Area near 

Kingsbury Episcopi were substantially completed last autumn and will be fully 

completed this autumn. This will provide much improved water level control in the 

area.  

 

Necessary actions – and trigger points for taking those actions – are being agreed between 

the Environment Agency and IDB and will form the ‘operating protocols’ that deliver the 

Mitigation Action Plan. Protocols for sites with sufficient historical data to provide a robust 

baseline are currently being developed. When implemented these protocols will deliver “no 
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change overall” i.e. they will maintain the favourable conditions required. Sites with 

sufficient historical data are: 

• Huish Episcopi  

• Long Load  

• Midelney 

• Aller Moor/Northmoor. 

Sites with insufficient or no historical data – “data poor sites” – and therefore low confidence 

of providing a baseline will look to proxy (nearby) sites for data, on a best endeavour 

approach, to establish a baseline. Once a baseline for the sites below is established, 

operating protocols will be agreed. When implemented these protocols will deliver “no 

change overall”. Sites that will require the use of proxy data are: 

• West Sedgemoor 

• Chedzoy  

• Butleigh Walton  

• King Sedgemoor 

• Moorlinch 

With implementation of the site-specific measures above, (detailed under “3 site specific 

operational protocols” in Appendix 1), it is unlikely that the dredging and Sowy projects will 

have a significant effect on the Somerset Levels and Moors Special Protection Areas 

(SPAs).  

  

Further work will be required as part of the “General Water Management Mitigation 

Measures” also set out in Appendix 1. This work will be required to fully deliver the 

Mitigation Action Plan as highlighted in the Environmental Statement for the Sowy-KSD 

scheme and will need continued partnership working well into the future. Appetite and 

ambition from all SRA partners will be required to fully deliver the Mitigation Action Plan as 

set out in the Environmental Statement. 

 

Risks 

• It will take time to collect sufficient data at “data poor sites” so ongoing staff resource 

availability is essential. 

• Potential negative responses from IDB rate payers to changes in current operational 

procedures.  

• While the mitigations for Site Specific locations are progressing well, the General 

Water Management Mitigation Measures require a “long game” plan which is yet to 

be agreed between partners.  

• Failure to fully deliver the Mitigation Action Plan could result in legal challenges and 

projects being deemed not to be legally compliant. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Somerset Rivers Authority (SRA) Board is asked to:   

1. Note the latest position with the Mitigation Action Plan (MAP) project. 

2. Acknowledge further mitigation actions will be required to fully deliver the MAP 

3. Note the risk of non-delivery of the “full” MAP 

 

Date: 16 August 2021 

 

Authors: John Rowlands, David Mitchell, Somerset Rivers Authority 

 

 


